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Motive: She notes that it would have been idiotic for leftist plotters to pick 

Oswald as JFK’s assassin or fall guy with Oswald’s alleged pro-Castro and Soviet 

proclivities. .. 

p.3 She cites Shanklin statement in NY Times 11/25/’63 that the paraffin tests on 

Oswald’s face was positive (when it was negative). |’ll need to cite the page. It 

was page 11. **** 

P.3 Notes that FBI tried to suppress fact that FBI failed to notify the Dallas police 

of Oswald before the assassination. National Guardian Oct. 31, 1964, p. 8 when 

Police Chief Jesse Curry revealed on this date. . . 

Use next 2 lines with Specter v. Specter 

Notes Carrico reported on 11/22 in written report that wound in the President’s 

neck was a “smalljwound of th anterior neck.” WC Report p. 519. 
iA Tie, - 

Dr. Clark quoted in press said the same thing. See NYTimes 11/24/’63, p. 2 

P.6 Makes strong point re: Connally’s strong insistence about being hit by a 

separate bullet and after JFK was first struck. ..He was hit by a separate bullet in 

the interval between the first and second shots that hit JFK... The rub here is this 

contradiction that persuaded WC members like McCloy to distant himself from 

the S/B theory concocted by Specter... .***** Note | can use this. . . in Specter v. 

Specter. .. 

P.9 She makes point that Seymour Weitzman (one of those who discovered the 

“murder” weapon (see my BOT) id the weapon as a 7.6 Mauser. . . .The story 

changed to a M/C rifle only after a 6.5 was traced to a A.J. Hidell that the Dallas 

Police changed their story. .. Wade told prss that the murder weapon was a 

Mauser... 

P. 10 SM notes contradictions galore about identifyin the alleged murder weapon. ~ 

...if needed. 

P. 12 She raises issue of a clip for the M/C rifle. . . .Appendix X of the WC Report



Notes w/ S Meagher’s WC Critique, P. 2 

She notes that Capt. Fritz ejected the last round from K1 as he and other 

witnesses asserted. .. then there could not have been a clip with the rifle because 

when the last round in the clip is loaded into the chamber ready for firing the 

ammunition clip is automatically ejected. . ..So when Fritz ejected the live round 

from the rifle there could not have been an ammunition clip in the rifle. . .. Check 

this out with SM’s “Accessories After the Fact”... 

P. 14 SM on Day and the palm print on K1. . . raises some issues. . [ 

P. Oswald on the 6" floor... .SM raises questions: Bonnie Ray Williams was on 

the 6" floor until 12:20 (if Oswald on floor how could he prepare for his 

rendevouz w/ history in 10 minutes or at all unless Williams left. ..How could he 

know that he was not a subject of interest to the FBI (or SS for that matter). . .who 

were watching him... 

P.17 Brennan as a absurd witness... 

PP 17-21 SM destroys the witnesses who WC used to frame Oswald w/ the Tippit 

shooting... 

PP 23ff Key here: Interrogation of Oswald


